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CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW
COMPONENT LIST

Stardate 49427.7
The Year is 2371 and the Federation faces a new and
very dangerous threat from the Gamma Quadrant.
Much is still unknown about our aggressors:
the Jem’Hadar.
During our last excursion through the wormhole in
2370 to recover Commander Sisko from Jem’Hadar
soldiers, the Federation suffered the loss of the
Galaxy-Class vessel, U.S.S. Odyssey. That it was the
result of a suicide run by a Jem’Hadar Attack Ship
only confirms the Dominion’s resolve.
We still have interests in the Gamma Quadrant and
must work to avoid further direct confrontation with the
Dominion, while we prepare to face this threat.

PLAYER COUNT
This game box includes all of the components
necessary for 1-2 players to play the Dominion War
campaign. If you have multiple copies of this game,
you can increase the maximum player count by 2, to
a maximum of 6. Using multiple boxes also gives each
player more ship and Upgrade options.
Number of Boxes

Player Count

This box

1-2

2 copies of this box

3-4

3 copies of this box

5-6
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• This Campaign Book
• 1 Full Rulebook
• 5 Painted Plastic Ships:
° 1 Excelsior-Class (Federation)
° 1 Akira-Class (Federation)
° 3 Attack Ships (Dominion)
• 5 Transparent Plastic Bases with 10 Pegs
• 5 Ship Tokens (double-sided)
• 24 ID Tokens
• 13 Maneuver Templates, consisting of:
° 3 Turns
° 4 Banks
° 6 Straights
• 2 HeroClix™ Maneuver Dials (each consisting of a
faceplate, a dial, and a pair of plastic connectors)
• 32 Action Tokens, consisting of:
° 6 Evade Tokens
° 6 Battle Stations Tokens
° 6 Scan Tokens
° 2 Cloak Tokens
° 6 Red Target Lock Tokens
° 6 Blue Target Lock Tokens
• 14 Shield Tokens (double-sided)
• 6 Critical Hit Tokens
• 6 Auxiliary Power Tokens
• 8 Disabled Tokens
• 8 Time Tokens
• 12 Mission Tokens
• 6 Asteroid/Obstacle Tokens
• 1 Planet Token
• 2 Ship Cards
• 2 Maneuver Cards
• 2 Player Cards
• 20 Upgrade Cards
• 6 Enemy Loadout Cards
• 1 Enemy Logic Large Card
• 33 Damage Mini Cards
• 5 Red Attack Dice
• 5 Green Defense Dice
• 1 Blue Six-sided Die
• 1 Blue Twelve-sided Die
• 1 Range Ruler

STAR TREK ALLIANCE: DOMINION WAR CAMPAIGN

CAMPAIGN SETUP

PLAYER SETUP

The Dominion War Campaign is divided into three
Acts, which must be played in sequence. In Act II, the
Missions may be played in any order.

For this campaign, each player is a Federation Captain,
and begins the campaign with 6 XP to spend. You
must spend all of your Starting XP, and may not spend
it on Captain Skill before your first Mission.

During the campaign, the outcome of each mission
may have an affect on the Dominion's influence in
this sector of the Gamma Quadrant. You will use
the Campaign Log on the back cover of this book to
track the outcome of your missions, as well as the
Dominion's Influence.

Initially, each player commands an Excelsior-Class or
Akira-Class vessel (those included in this campaign
box). However, as players spend Experience Points
to increase their Captain Skill, they may choose to
command other classes of Federation ships:

Players win the Campaign if they win the Mission
in Act III. However, if the Dominion accumulates too
much influence during the Campaign, all players lose.

You may supplement the components of this Campaign
with additional Attack Wing ships (sold separately).

ACT I

These classes of ships may be used in this Campaign:

Begin your Campaign by playing this mission:
A Simple Patrol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  04

ACT II
Next, play these 4 missions in any order. Each failure
increases the Dominion's Influence in this sector
by 1. If it reaches 3 Influence, the campaign is lost.
Otherwise, proceed to Act III.
Evacuation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  06
Search for Survivors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  08
Escort Runabouts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10
Listening Posts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  12

ACT III
In the Final Act of this Campaign, lead one last battle
against the Dominion for control of the sector.
Preemptive Strike. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

NON-CAMPAIGN PLAY
It is possible to play any Mission of this Campaign as
a standalone mission without tracking Experience or
using a Captain Card.
Each player is a Federation Captain and chooses either
an Excelsior-Class or Akira-Class ship. The total value
of Upgrades that can be equipped to a ship depends on
the Act of the Mission chosen:
Act I: 6 XP

USING OTHER FEDERATION SHIPS

Act II: 8 XP

Federation Ship Classes

Required
Captain Skill

Miranda, Oberth, Nova

2+

Defiant, Saber

4+

Intrepid, Galaxy, Nebula

5+

Prometheus, Sovereign

8+

When using any of these other ships, the following two
rules apply:
Players must use the ship card and ship Token for the
generic, unnamed version of the ship.
Players may only equip Upgrade cards that:
• match their Captain's Faction (Federation).
• are included in an Star Trek Alliance product;
These have the [
] icon at the bottom right.

Solo Play:
It is possible to play this Campaign with only one
player. In this case, you will control one
Excelsior-Class and one Akira-Class ship and
follow all setup instructions for a 2-player game.

Act III: 12 XP
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ACT I, A SIMPLE PATROL (INTRODUCTION)
MISSION BRIEFING

MAP SETUP

Stardate 49427.7
3

Congratulations on your promotion
Captain. With the discovery of the
Wormhole into the Gamma Quadrant
and the results of our first contact
with the Dominion last year, Starﬂeet
Command has decided to form a
special task force.

4

C

D

2

5

B

You and several other Captains have
been chosen for this assignment.
Your objective today is to patrol the far
side of the Wormhole and learn what
you can of the Gamma Quadrant.

1

6

If you encounter Dominion ships, your
orders are to stand your ground, but
avoid escalating the situation into a
major confrontation.

A

A) Player Deployment Area
B) Asteroids x6 (Random Layout). Each Asteroid must be
Range ≥2 from the board edge and Range ≥1 apart.
C) Mission Token (odd numbers)
D) Mission Token (even numbers)

Good Luck.

MISSION PARAMETERS
Objective

Collect Sensor Data: Collect at least 1 odd-numbered and 1 even-numbered
Mission Token from locations C and D respectively. Then, the ships carrying them
must retreat from the Federation edge of the map, to return with their ﬁndings.

XP Reward

For each type of Mission Token returned (odd and even), each player receives 1XP.

Retreat Options

Captains may retreat from any Federation Edge.

Mission End

At the end of Round 10, all remaining players automatically retreat.

Destroyed Players

These players gain 1 fewer XP (minimum 0).

SUCCESS
The fact that your patrol escalated into a minor
skirmish with the Dominion is regrettable but at
least you came out on top and now we have a
clearer picture of our enemy’s capabilities.
Begin the Campaign - proceed to Act II.
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FAILURE
Your orders were to avoid a battle with the Dominion,
and now the task force has taken severe damage as a
result of your reckless Actions. Retreat to Deep Space
9 to repair and regroup.
Replay this Mission, or begin the Campaign and
proceed to Act II.

STAR TREK ALLIANCE: DOMINION WAR CAMPAIGN

ENEMY SHIPS
Formation

Round Bearing Orders 2p

Dominion 1st Wing

Setup

3

Attack

Dominion 2nd Wing

Setup

4

Attack

Dominion 3rd Wing

2

Roll

Attack

Dominion Alpha

3

Roll

Attack

Dominion 4th Wing

6

Roll

Attack

3p

a
a
am
a

4p

5p

6p

a
a
am
a

a

a

a

SPECIAL RULES
Introductory Mission: To play this mission as an
introduction to Star Trek Alliance, players may choose
to skip the initial Campaign Setup and Player Setup
steps and use the following pre-generated ships
instead. Each player chooses one of the ships below
and takes one of the sets of Upgrade cards along with
its ship card, assembled miniature, and maneuver dial.

Sensor Data Tokens: Place 1 Mission Token in each
of the indicated locations: place an odd-numbered
mission Token at location C, and an even-numbered
Mission Token at location D. These represent locations
where Sensor Data must be collected by the players.

Excelsior : Dorsal Phaser Array, Helmsman.
Excelsior : Detection Grid, Science Officer.
Excelsior : Overcharged Phasers, Reinforced Shields.

Collecting Sensor Data: At the end of the Activation
Phase, if you are within Range 1 of a Mission Token,
you may spend a Scan Token assigned to your
ship to take a matching Mission Token (even or odd
number) from the supply and place it on your ship card.
Each ship can only collect and carry 1 even and 1 odd
Mission Token.

Akira: Enhanced Targeting, Operations Officer.
Akira: Photon Torpedoes, Tactical Officer.
Akira: Commander.

Enemy ships ignore these Tokens.

n

Lost Sensor Data: If a player ship carrying one or
more Mission Tokens is destroyed, return its Mission
Tokens to the supply.
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ACT II, EVACUATION
MISSION BRIEFING

MAP SETUP

Stardate 49428.3
Two weeks ago, our long range scouts
discovered a planetary system in the
Gamma Quadrant with unusual energy
emissions. Initially we suspected it
might be related to Dominion activity,
but when a more detailed scan
revealed no Dominion presence in the
system, we quietly sent several survey
teams to investigate.
Their last transmission indicated
our activity has been noticed by the
Dominion. Reach them as soon as you
can and get them out.
An encounter with Dominion ships is
probable. Be prepared to defend the
planet until you can rescue our people
and retreat.
Godspeed, Captains

3

4

2

5

B

C

1

6

A

A) Player Deployment Area
B) Planet (place where shown)
C) Asteroids x6 (Random Layout). Each Asteroid must be
Range ≥2 from the board edge and Range ≥1 away from
any other obstacle Token.

MISSION PARAMETERS
Objective

Rescue the Survey Team: Collect at least half (round up) of the Mission Tokens
(see Survey Team setup). Then, the ships carrying those Tokens must retreat from
the Federation edge of the board, to return the survey teams to Federation space.

XP Reward

If at least half (rounded up) of the Mission Tokens are collected, each player
receives 1XP. If all Mission Tokens are collected from the planet, each player
receives an additional 1XP.

Retreat Options

Captains may retreat from any Federation Edge.

Mission End

At the end of Round 10, all remaining players automatically retreat.

Destroyed Players

These players gain 1 fewer XP (minimum 0).

SUCCESS
The survey team is back in Federation space, safe and
sound. We've gained a greater understanding of some
of the unique setting of the Gamma Quadrant.
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FAILURE
Starﬂeet Command cannot afford the loss of skilled
personnel, notwithstanding the valuable scientific
information on the Dominion that was lost today.
Increase Dominion Inﬂuence by 1.

STAR TREK ALLIANCE: DOMINION WAR CAMPAIGN

ENEMY SHIPS
Formation

Round Bearing Orders 2p

Dominion 1st Wing

Setup

3

Attack

Dominion Alpha

Setup

Roll

Attack

Dominion 2nd Wing

Setup

Roll

Attack

Dominion 3rd Wing

4

Roll

Attack

Dominion Beta

6

Roll

Attack

a
am

3p

a

4p

5p

am
a

a
am

6p

a

a

am

SPECIAL RULES
Survey Team setup: Place Mission Tokens on the
planet equal to the number of players +1. These
represent the Survey Team.
Beaming up the Survey Team: At the end of the
Activation phase, a ship within Range 1 of the planet
may spend one or more Scan Tokens:
Disable that ship's shields. For each Scan Token spent,
take a Mission Token from the planet, and place it on
your ship card.
Rescuing the Survey Team: Ships carrying Mission
Tokens must retreat from the Federation edge of the
map. If a ship carrying one or more Mission Tokens is
destroyed, those Tokens are lost.
Planetary Bombardment: During the Combat phase,
a Dominion ship will attempt to bombard the planet
and kill a survey team if all of the following conditions
are true:
• There are Mission Tokens on the planet
• The Dominion ship is within Range 1 of the planet,
and the planet Token is within its Firing Arc.
• The Dominion ship does not have a Federation ship
it can attack.

h

c

Roll 1 Attack die. On a hit [ ] or critical hit [ ]
result, remove 1 Mission Token from the planet and
return it to the box.
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ACT II, SEARCH FOR SURVIVORS
MISSION BRIEFING

MAP SETUP

Stardate 49429.2
3

With all the Dominion activity on
the Gamma Quadrant side of the
wormhole, we have increased our
patrols to match.
One of our Miranda-Class ships, the
U.S.S. Trellisk, has gone silent. Her last
contact was four days ago. Given the
frequency of skirmishes with Dominion
forces in this area, she has likely been
destroyed. We need to know what she
was up to.

1

4

6

2

2

5
3

5

7

B

1

8

9

Your orders are to head through the
Wormhole to conduct a search. Find
out what happened to the Trellisk.

4

6

A

Good Luck.
A) Player Deployment Area
B) Asteroids x6 (Random Layout). Each Asteroid must be
with the area shown and Range ≥1 away from any other
obstacle Token or mission Token.
1-9) Mission Tokens (see Search Token Setup)

MISSION PARAMETERS
Objective

Find the U.S.S. Trellisk & Recover the Logs: You must complete both objectives
in order, or the Mission is considered a Failure (see Special Rules).

XP Reward

If the Trellisk is found, each player receives 1XP.
If the Trellisk logs are recovered, each player receives an additional 1XP.

Retreat Options

Captains may retreat from any Federation Edge.

Mission End

At the end of Round 10, all remaining players automatically retreat.

Destroyed Players

These players gain 1 fewer XP (minimum 0).

SUCCESS
The loss of another ship is unfortunate, but the logs
indicate the Dominion are using a new type of weapon
that our shields cannot repel.
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FAILURE
The Trellisk was well armed and capable, but we don't
know how the Dominion managed to get the better of
her. Until we better understand our enemy, we are at a
disadvantage.
Increase Dominion Inﬂuence by 1.

STAR TREK ALLIANCE: DOMINION WAR CAMPAIGN

ENEMY SHIPS
Formation

Round Bearing Orders 2p

Dominion 1st Wing

2

Roll

Search

Dominion 2nd Wing

2

Roll

Attack

Dominion 3rd Wing

2

Roll

Attack

Dominion Alpha

5

Roll

Attack

3p

a
a

4p

5p

6p

a
a

am am

a a
am

SPECIAL RULES
Search Token Setup: Form a pile of Mission Tokens
using #1, 2, 3, +1 random Token per player.
Flip the Mission Tokens number-side down, shuffle
them, and place one Token in each numbered location
indicated on the map diagram in ascending order
(place a facedown Token at 1, then at 2, etc), until you
have placed all the Tokens from the pile.
Searching for the Trellisk : At the end of the
Activation Phase, for each Scan Token you spend from
beside your ship, choose a Mission Token at Range 1.
Flip that Token up and apply the following effects:
Tokens 1, 2, or 3: Trellisk Ion Trail.
Set this Token aside. When Tokens 1, 2 and 3 are
all found, the Trellisk has been found: replace
the last Token revealed with the Ship Wreckage Token
and stack Mission Tokens 1, 2, and 3 on top of it.
Token 4: Dominion Ship.
If there are any unplaced Dominion ships, replace this
Token with an Elite Dominion ship (with Attack Orders),
facing the ship that revealed the Mission Token.
Note: Token #4 is not guaranteed to be among
those used.
Other Mission Token: No Effect.
Return the Token to the box with no effect
Dominion Search Orders: The ships in the Dominion
1st Wing have Search Orders. These ships use the closest
facedown Mission Token as their target when choosing
a maneuver. At the start of the Combat Phase, each

Searching Dominion ship flips one facedown Mission
Token within Range 1, and resolves the effect listed
above. Once the Ship Wreckage Token has been
placed, these ships change to Attack Orders.
The Ship Wreckage Token:
Treat the ship Token as a ship
model with a plastic base
(overlapping rules apply); it is the
remains of the Trellisk ! The ship is
battered but the hull is intact. The
crew is dead but the ship's logs
must be downloaded; see below.

#5

Finishing the Job: Once the Ship Wreckage has
been found and placed, all Dominion ships treat it as a
Federation ship for target selection: if it is the nearest
ship, they will move toward and fire upon it. Each
Critical hit the Wreckage Token suffers counts as 2 hits
instead. If the Ship Wreckage is destroyed before the logs
are downloaded, or if any of the Federation ships carrying
downloaded logs are destroyed, the logs are lost.
Downloading the Logs: At the End of the Combat
Phase, each Federation ship within Range 1 of the Ship
Wreckage Token may take a Mission Token from the
Ship Wreckage and place it on that ship's card. When
there are no Mission Tokens left on the Ship Wreckage
Token, the logs have been downloaded.
Recovering the Logs: If the ships carrying Mission
Tokens retreat or survive until the end of the Mission,
or if all Dominion ships have been placed and
destroyed, the logs have been recovered.
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ACT II, ESCORT THE RUNABOUTS
MISSION BRIEFING

MAP SETUP

Stardate 49431.6
We've just received an urgent distress
call from one of our patrols in the
Gamma Quadrant. A wing of runabouts
from Deep Space 9 are homeward
bound with unstable mineral samples
onboard, and the Dominion is hot on
their tails.
The sensitive nature of these materials
will prevent you from using the
transporter, so you will have to protect
these vessels from their pursuers.
Intercept the survivors immediately,
and provide escort back to the
wormhole.

C
3

C

5p

C
3p

4

B

2

5

1

6
A

A) Player Deployment Area
B) Planet x1 (where shown), Asteroids x4 (Random Layout).
Each Asteroid must be with the area shown and Range ≥1
away from any other obstacle Token or mission Token.
C) Runabouts (see Runabout Token Setup)

MISSION PARAMETERS
Objective

Escort the Runabouts: Protect the Runabouts from Dominion Ships and ensure
they reach the Wormhole with their ﬁndings and samples. At least 1 Runabout
must escape or the Mission is considered a Failure.

XP Reward

All players gain 1XP for each Runabout that retreats from the Federation Edge.

Retreat Options

Captains may retreat from any Federation Edge.

Mission End

At the end of Round 10, all remaining players automatically retreat.

Destroyed Players

These players gain 1 fewer XP (minimum 0).

SUCCESS
The runabouts have returned to Deep Space 9, only
a little worse for wear. We are very fortunate that we
managed to slip through a gap in the Dominion patrols.
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FAILURE
The steady loss of good vessels and crews in the
Gamma Quadrant is taking a toll on the Federation.
Increase Dominion Inﬂuence by 1.

STAR TREK ALLIANCE: DOMINION WAR CAMPAIGN

ENEMY SHIPS
Formation

Round Bearing Orders 2p

Dominion 1st Wing

Setup

3

Hunt

Dominion 2nd Wing

Setup

5

Hunt

Dominion 3rd Wing

2

Roll

Hunt

Dominion Alpha

4

Roll

Hunt

3p

a
a

4p

5p

6p

a
a

am am

a a
am

SPECIAL RULES
Runabout Setup: Use 1
Runabout Token for every 2
players, and place them in different
C areas, facing Edge A. Note that
the number of C areas available
changes with the number of
players.
These Tokens are treated like ship models with plastic
bases, and each Runabout has the following stats:

Runabout

!- @2 # 2 $ 2

Since they have diverted their power to engines and
shields, they cannot attack. When a Runabout is
Attacked, convert each critical hit result into 2 hits.
You can track the remaining hull of each Runabout
using Mission Tokens.
Moving the Runabouts: At the start of the Activation
Phase, before any ships move, players perform any
speed 1 or 2 maneuver (with any of the following
bearings: , , , , ) with each Runabout.

47896

After successfully completing a maneuver, each
Runabout gains an Evade Token; they do not otherwise
perform Actions and cannot perform Attacks.

Escaping with the Runabouts: Each Runabout that
flies off the Federation Edge of the map escapes. If all
Runabouts have escaped or have been destroyed, the
mission immediately ends.
Dominion Hunt Orders: These Dominion Ships
are only interested in pursuing and destroying the
Runabouts, to the near-exclusion of all other targets.
When choosing a maneuver, ships with Hunt Orders
use the closest Runabout Token as their target.
During the Combat Phase, they will attack the closest
Runabout Token they can, unless the nearest Runabout
is further than Range 1 and there is another target they
can attack at Range 1 instead.
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ACT II, LISTENING POSTS
MISSION BRIEFING

MAP SETUP

Stardate 49432.9
1

From everything we've seen in the
Gamma Quadrant, the Dominion
is massing its forces to move on
the wormhole and enter the Alpha
Quadrant.

3

4

C

In response to this recent aggression,
Starﬂeet Command has decided to
establish remote listening posts to
monitor the Dominion.
We've begun construction on these
listening posts, but their defenses
aren't ready yet. We need you to
defend them while they come online.

2

B

5

B
6
A

Good luck.
A) Player Deployment Area
B) Listening Post (obstacle Token)
C) Asteroids x4 (Random Layout). Each Asteroid must be
with the area shown and Range ≥1 away from any other
obstacle Token or mission Token.

MISSION PARAMETERS
Objective

Defend the Listening Posts: Ensure the Listening Posts remain intact until the
end of the Round 10. At least 1 Listening Post must survive or the Mission is
considered a Failure.

XP Reward

If both Listening Posts are intact, all players gain 1XP.
For each Listening Post that has 5 or more hull, all players gain an additional 1XP.

Retreat Options

Captains may retreat from any Federation Edge.

Mission End

When all Dominion ships (all Formations) have been placed and destroyed.
OR at the end of Round 12, all remaining enemy ships automatically retreat.

Destroyed Players

These players gain 1 fewer XP (minimum 0).

SUCCESS
The listening posts have been successfully set up, and
we're receiving telemetry from the Gamma Quadrant.
When the Dominion makes their move, we'll know.
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FAILURE
Without these listening posts, we're operating in the
dark, and must continue risking our ships of the line to
patrol the far side of the wormhole.
Increase Dominion Inﬂuence by 1.

STAR TREK ALLIANCE: DOMINION WAR CAMPAIGN

ENEMY SHIPS
Formation

Round Bearing Orders 2p

Dominion Alpha

Setup

Roll

Attack

Dominion 1st Wing

2

Roll

Hunt

Dominion 2nd Wing

3

Roll

Hunt

Dominion Beta

4

Roll

Attack

Dominion 3rd Wing

5

Roll

Hunt

Dominion 4th Wing

7

Roll

Hunt

am
a

3p

4p

am

5p

a

am

am

a

a
a

6p

a
a

a

SPECIAL RULES

Listening Posts: These Tokens are
treated like ship models with plastic
bases (overlap rules apply), and each
Listening Post has the following stats:

Listening Post

!- @0 # 8 $ 0

They are not armed, and cannot attack. When a
Listening Post is Attacked, convert each critical hit
result into 2 hits.You can track the remaining hull of
each Listening Post using Mission Tokens.

Dominion Hunt Orders: These Dominion Ships are
only interested in pursuing and destroying the Listening
Posts, to the near-exclusion of all other targets.
When choosing a maneuver, ships with Hunt Orders
use the closest Listening Post Token as their target.
During the Combat Phase, they will attack the closest
Listening Post Token they can, unless the nearest
Listening Post is further than Range 1, and there is
another target they can attack at Range 1 instead.

All Dominion ships treat Listening Posts as Federation
ships for target selection: if a Listening Post is the
nearest target, they will move toward and fire upon it.
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ACT III: PREEMPTIVE STRIKE (FINALE)
MISSION BRIEFING

MAP SETUP

Stardate 49434.4
2

This is it. All of the reconnaissance
data we've collected in the Gamma
Quadrant points to this planetary
system as a strategic control point for
the Dominion.
All of our attempts to negotiate have
failed, and at this stage a pre-emptive
strike against this facility is our only
option to gain the upper hand in this
conﬂict and bring them to heel.

3

1

B

2
4

3

1

4
A

Your orders are to destroy this
Dominion installation.
6

Good luck.
––
Upon dropping out of Warp, you
immediately realize something is not
right. There is no installation on the
planet, and there's a Dominion ﬂeet
waiting for you. It's a trap!

5

A) Player Deployment Area. All player ships must begin facing
the top edge of the Map (toward the Planet).
B) Planet
1-4) Dominion Weapons Platforms (see Special Rules)

MISSION PARAMETERS
Objective

Escape the Trap! Do what damage you can to the Dominion installation, then
retreat from the Federation Edge (once it is revealed).

XP Reward

For each Dominion Weapon Platform that has been destroyed, all players gain 1XP.
If all Federation ships survive and escape, all players gain an additional 1XP.

Retreat Options

Captains may retreat from any Federation Edge, after Round 5.
See the Escape Route Special Rule.

Mission End

At the end of Round 11, all remaining players are destroyed.

Destroyed Players

These players gain 1 fewer XP (minimum 0).

SUCCESS
Despite tremendous odds, your task force has done the
impossible and overcome the Dominion's carefully-laid
trap. Thanks to your efforts, we can continue to hold off
the Dominion in the Gamma Quadrant for now.
You win the Campaign!
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FAILURE
With our task force obliterated, the Dominion's grip on
the Gamma Quadrant is complete; we've lost our only
foothold to defend the wormhole and now, war in the
Alpha Quadrant is only a matter of time.
You lose the Campaign.

STAR TREK ALLIANCE: DOMINION WAR CAMPAIGN

ENEMY SHIPS
Formation

Round Bearing Orders 2p

Dominion 1st Wing

1

Roll*

Search

Dominion 2nd Wing

1

Roll*

Attack

Dominion Alpha

1

Roll*

Attack

Dominion Beta

5

Roll

Attack

3p

4p

5p

6p

a a
a
a
a
a
am am
am
am am
am

*Each of these Formations must begin at a different Bearing.

SPECIAL RULES
Weapon Platform Setup: Check the Dominion
Influence you accumulated from Act II of the Campaign,
and place the following Weapon Platform Tokens:
2 Influence: place Tokens at location 1 and 2.
1 Influence: place Tokens at location 1, 2, and 3.
0 Influence: place Tokens at 1, 2, 3, and 4.
These Tokens are treated like ship
models with plastic bases (overlap
rules apply), and each Weapon
Platform has the following stats:

Weapon Platform

!3 @ 0 # 8 $ 0

The Weapon Platforms can be target locked and
attacked as if they were ships. When Attacking a
Weapon Platform, convert each critical hit result into 2
hits. You can track the remaining hull of each Weapon
Platform using Mission Tokens.

Escape Route: With the Dominion fleet surrounding
your task force, escape is initially impossible: Any
Federation ship that leaves a board edge is destroyed.
When the Dominion Beta formation is deployed at the
start of Round 5, they open a hole in the ambushing
fleet's perimeter. The board edge with the vector the
Dominion Beta formation deploys from becomes a
Federation Edge. Once this happens, players may
retreat from this edge for the remainder of the Mission.
Any Federation ship that does not retreat from this
Federation edge by the end of Round 11 is considered
destroyed by the Dominion fleet's ambush.

At the end of the Combat Phase, each Weapon
platform attacks the nearest Federation ship within
Range 3, as if it has a 360º Firing Arc. During this
Attack, convert all results to
results.

s

h

First Round Setup (Dominion Ships): The Dominion
1st, 2nd, and 3rd Wing formations arrive at the
beginning of Round 1. This means that players perform
setup and place their ships (but not program dials),
before placing these formations.
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Stardate 49427.7
The Year is 2371 and the Federation faces a new and
very dangerous threat from the Gamma Quadrant.
Much is still unknown about our aggressors:
the Jem’Hadar.

TM

ALLIANCE

C OOPERATIVE MINIATURES GAME

During our last excursion through the wormhole in 2370 to recover
Commander Sisko from Jem’Hadar soldiers, the Federation suffered the loss of
the Galaxy-Class vessel, U.S.S. Odyssey. That it was the result of a suicide run
by a Jem’Hadar Attack Ship only confirms the Dominion’s resolve.
We still have interests in the Gamma Quadrant and must work to avoid further
direct confrontation with the Dominion, while we prepare to face this threat.

DOMINION WAR CAMPAIGN: PROGRESS TRACKER
Act

Mission

I

A Simple Patrol

II

Evacuation

II

Search for Survivors

II

Escort Runabouts

II

Listening Posts

III

Preemptive Strike

Date Played

Objective XP Earned

2p

4p

Inﬂuence

6p
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